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REPORT ON TRAINING CONSULTANCY IN COURSE DEVELOPMENT TO THE
PACIFIC REGION ON BEHALF OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF LEARNING

AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER 1990

This report describes the details and outcomes of a project
undertaken by the Commonwealth of Learning during August and
September 1990 to provide staff development training in
distance education course development to distance educators
employed in developing Commonwealth countries of the Pacific
region.

In response to requests from Commonwealth countries for
assistance in improving their distance education services,
the Commonwealth of Learning convened a Round Table on
Training planning meeting in Vancouver during April 1990.
One outcome of the meeting was a decision to launch a series
of regional training workshops for key resource persons in
major aspects of distance education. The Pacific Region
consultancy was the first in the series.

The workshop was provided through a consultancy with
Mr. William Robertson of South Australia.

This report contains: Aims of the Consultancy and, for each
of the two parts of the Consultancy, Terms of Reference,
Participation, Programme and Achievements. The report
concludes with combined Suggestions and Recommendations.
Programmes, evaluation results and participants lists are
appended.

A. Aims of the Consultancy

The aim of the consultancy was to increase the capacity of
selected distance educators in the Pacific Region to develop
and administer distance education courses and to guide new
colleagues in distance education practice.

The consultancy contained two related activities. The first
was a three week training consultancy to The University of
the South Pacific and the second was a two week Pacific
Region Workshop in Course Development to be held in Vanuatu.
The results of each activity are discussed separately
although Suggestions and Recommendations for both activities
are combined for convenience.

B. The University of the South Pacific Consultancy

1. Terms of Reference

Dates: 20 August - 7 September 1990

Place: USP Extension Services, Suva, Fiji

Responsible to: Ms Janet Jenkins, Senior Programme
Officer, COL
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and Dr. Claire Matthewson, Director,
Extension Services, USP

2. Consultant's Responsibilities

a) advise the Director of Extension Services on course
development, production and delivery.

b) work with the Head of Distance Education, The
Coordinator of Course Development, the Course
Developers and Course Development Assistants (6 in
all) to improve their skills in course development.

- particular priorities to be agreed on arrival but
will lie within the areas of programme development,
instructional design, communications technology and
evaluation.

- where relevant, materials such as those from the
South Australian College of Advanced Education
Diploma may be used as a resource

c) in collaboration with USP course development staff,
set out a document with a detailed plan for a
regional workshop for course development, and send
this to COL for discussion.

d) prepare a report on the results of the training
consultancy within four weeks of returning to
Australia

e) provide appropriate reference resources to support the
workshops

3. Participation

The USP Training Consultancy consisted of individual
discussions with selected staff of the university and group
consultations with course development staff. Private
discussions were held with twelve members of the University,
and nine Course Development and other Extension Services
staff participated in the group consultations/workshops.
Names of those involved are appended. (See Appendix 1.)

4. Programme

The specific consultancy agenda was established through
discussions with Dr Matthewson and her staff. Participation
of each staff member was encouraged and ensured through the
design of the group activities. Contributions were expected
to vary due to the wide differences in experience and
knowledge within the group.
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The schedule for group work was designed to allow the USP
staff to have large blocks of time for upgrading their
skills as well as enough time each day to continue with
their course development commitments. Where possible they
were encouraged to bring their current work into the
discussions.

An important aspect of the group work was to test some ideas
for the Regional Workshop to be held in Port Vila and to
determine if any of the USP course development staff would
be willing to take on a formal leadership role in the
Workshop.

Additional USP Extension Services staff from the continuing
Education section were invited to join the group work in
reviewing course development. Like all participants, their
attendance was negotiated and sUbject to them being able to
reschedule commitments.

The sessions were held each morning from nine until
approximately one in the afternoon and were adjusted to
accommodate scheduled meetings on the USPNET with regional
staff. Most staff attended all meetings.

The programme included: programme development models and
applications; instructional design issues and techniques;
case studies and analysis of local distance education course
materials; communication technology in distance education;
student needs and student support issues; and evaluation and
assessment.

A detailed copy of the programme is appended.
(See Appendix 3.)

5. Achievements

Discussions were held with the Dr Claire Matthewson,
Director of Extension Services, regarding the work of the
course development unit staff and how their perception of
their roles impacted on production and delivery.
suggestions on how their priorities and roles might be
improved have been made to Dr Matthewson in a separate
communication to her.

Joe Wallace, Head of Distance Education, was in the process
of moving to another institution and took no part in the
group discussions. His private comments were helpful in
shaping the direction of the group activities and the Port
Vila Workshop.

All five members of the USP Course Development unit took
part in group planning and skill building activities for
three weeks. In addition, four members of the USP
Continuing Education unit were frequent participants.
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The focus of the discussions was course development and
instructional design. An important outcome of the sessions
was to bring together members of Extension Studies and
continuing Education to share ideas on course development
and to give the course developers a chance to compare
techniques they were using in their assigned university
programs. What emerged was that there were differences in
how the four developers worked with academic staff. Also,
the members recognized potential benefits to both groups if
the Continuing Education staff and the Extension Studies
course developers could find ways to increase the number of
joint development projects in which they were involved.

The process of using readings from journals, imported
samples of good and poor distance education materials and
their own course materials as discussion points, was well
received. The evaluations indicate that the cross section
of sources was very helpful in increasing their awareness of
new ways of organizing materials and of dealing with
academic staff. An objective that was added was to find
ways for them to communicate their professionalism and
skills to staff outside Extension Services.

One specific outcome was that when presented with samples of
course writer's guides, the course development staff changed
some of their production priorities so they could complete
the last stages of their own course development guide. They
then printed it in time for distribution at Port Vila.

The most insightful observation made was that there may be a
conflict between conventional distance education course
development philosophy and the way people of the Pacific
Region prefer to learn. The print culture on which distance
education is based might not be fully applicable for people
who have an oral culture and tradition. They considered
that possibility in light of their own experiences as
learners and that of their students. The result appears to
be an increased interest in using audio methods. They
indicated that they will review their use of audio tapes,
particularly in those situations in which vernacular
language seems more appropriate than English.

The USP course development staff were used as a source of
ideas and trials of activities for the Port Vila Workshop.
Their contributions in setting priorities and the direction
and size of workshop activities were invaluable. They were
able to contribute a regional perspective that gave the
workshop local relevance. It was obvious that they were
reluctant to assume any formal leadership role in the
workshop. That apparently was because they did not wish to
be seen to be using their experience in the earlier Suva
workshops to dominate the Port Vila workshop. Their
preference was to attend as regular participants even though
it was clear that most had both the personality and skill t~
guide discussion in selected areas of expertise.
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An evaluation of the USP activities was conducted. A
detailed discussion of the results is appended. (See
Appendix 5.) Briefly, the group felt the three weeks had
been well-spent with particular benefits gained in the areas
of course development, instructional design and student
support.

C. Pacific Region Workshop in Course Development Consultancy

1. Terms of Reference

Dates: 10 - 22 September 1990

Place: USP Centre, Port Vila, Vanuatu

Responsible to: Ms Janet Jenkins, Senior Programme
Officer COL

and Dr. Claire Matthewson, Director,
Extension services, USP

Participants: about 20 nominees from institutions in
the region. These will be key resource
people concerned with course
development. All USP course development
staff will be invited to attend.

The workshop goals were to be that the participants would
have deepened and updated their understanding of:

1) the concept of distance education, its functions and
the forms it can take;

2) the role of different media in distance education, and
the criteria for choice among them;

3) characteristics of good distance teaching and
suitability of materials for particular groups of
students;

4) the process of course development, and techniques for
producing quality materials; and,

5) staff training needs in course development.

2. Consultant's Responsibilities

a) lead the workshop

b) arrange inputs with other resource people, and brief
and support them as appropriate

c) arrange an evaluation of the workshop.
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5. Achievements

d) p:ep~re a report on the workshop process and outcomes
wlthln four weeks of returning to Australia

e) provide appropriate reference resources to support the
workshop

One
list

3. participation

4. programme

In addition, to assist in planning the Workshop activities,
a pre-workshop information sheet was mailed to each of the
nominated participants, where possible. Details were
obtained from the USP attendees and their responses served
to guide the direction of both parts of the consultancy.

The Regional Workshop held at Port Vila, Vanuatu, was
attended by sixteen representatives from universities,
colleges, and departments of education of the region.
nominee and one self-funded invitee did not attend. A
of participants is appended. (See Appendix 2.)

The schedule for the Workshop was designed in consultation
with the USP course development staff and with the
assistance of Janet Jenkins of COL. It was largely based on
the programme outline produced by the COL April Round Table
meeting, but adapted to accommodate suggestions based on
local experience. The topics covered were similar to those
presented during The University of the South Pacific phase
of the consultancy

The workshop was designed to minimize formal presentations
by the consultant or any single person and to emphasize
small group discussions and independent study. That was
accomplished by using the first 45 minutes each day to
introduce the topIc of the day (consultant's role), followed
by small group work on specific aspects of the topic that
were of importance to the groups. Following small group
work of between one to two hours, the groups re-convened and
presented their findings or ideas to the larger group for
further discussion.

The programme schedule was presented to the participants at
the beginning of the Workshop as a proposal open for
discussion. It was accepted as given sUbject to the ability
to vary it over the two weeks to meet emerging interests or
priorities. A detailed copy of the programme is appended.
(See Appendix 4.)
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The groups were formed on the basis of academic disciplines
the participants had: education and libraries; science and
technology; languages and literature; and humanities and
social sciences. Participants were asked, where possible,
to join a group in which there was not a colleague from
their own institution. Those'groups each nominated a scribe
and speaker each time they discussed issues.

The scribe was expected to produce a written record of their
discussions and the speaker to present their ideas to the
full group when it re-convened later in the session.

Also available for group and individual reference was a
collection of articles from the four major distance
education journals, selected reference books and a set of
the Graduate Diploma in Distance Education course materials,
provided by Ms Dale Mattock, a graduate of the programme and
an associate of Mr. Robertson.

A detailed bibliography of resources is appended.
(See Appendix 7.)

In addition, all participants had been asked to bring
samples of distance education materials from their
institutions. These were all used as a basis for discussion
at some point in the workshop.

An important part of the workshop process was to quickly
convince all the participants that the workshop was for
their benefit and not the consultants' or COL's. That was
accomplished by giving each of them an opportunity to
influence the direction of the workshop and to take a
prominent role at some time in the workshop, and by getting
them to work collectively rather than being led directly by
the consultant. As evidence of the success of this process
with this group, the group very quickly built strong bonds
within the small groups and the larger group. That was
partly because of the interlinkages among the small groups
that common institutional bases provided. But, it was also
clearly related to the individual personalities and the
relaxed climate in which they were working. There was no
evidence of inter-institutional rivalries or personal
animosity.

Each participant was asked to prepare a short paper for
presentation on the last two days of the Workshop. The
intent was that in preparing the paper, the participants
would be able to link their own experiences with the
workshop discussions and readings to give them new insights
into their distance education practice. Another intention
was that if enough good papers were produced, they could
form the core of a pUblication about distance education in
the Pacific. Papers are now being reviewed and additional
contributions are being sought. The intent is that by
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January, a decision can be taken on whether or not there are
enough suitable papers for a pUblication or if individual
papers should be forwarded to selected distance education
journals. Mr Robertson and Ms Mattock have undertaken to
initiate the collection of papers for the group.

On the last day of the workshop, all participants completed
an evaluation form that gave them a chance to comment on the
workshop process, the choice of content, the gains in
understanding they had made, and how well the workshop was
conducted. copies of the evaluation responses were provided
to Janet Jenkins as part of her assessment of the
organization of the workshop. Consequently, this report
will discuss only those items that relate to the conduct and
process of the workshop. A detailed analysis of the
evaluation responses is appended. (See Appendix 6.)

In summary, the evaluation revealed that the workshop had
been a successful experience to all 16 participants, that
they had increased their understanding in all areas
identified as workshop objectives, and that they would
recommend that people from their organization attend a
similar workshop in the future if it should be offered.

The overall rating of the workshop was between 4 and 5 on a
five point scale with 5 the high value.

c. Combined suggestions and Recommendations

Suggestions and recommendations for both the USP training
consultancy and the Port Vila Workshop are combined for
presentation here. This is both for the reader's
convenience and because most of the USP participants also
attended the Port Vila workshop. The notable issues that
appeared with the USP group also appeared during the Port
Vila workshop where further discussion and clarification
took place.

1) Although a planned outcome of the Port Vila workshop was
that some of the participants would be able to lead
similar course development workshops in the region, the
consensus was that none of them felt they were ready.
Most felt quite capable of handling internal staff
development workshops at home and had scheduled them.
However the idea of attempting to lead and sustain a
regional workshop with a global perspective, such as the
kind they had just attended, was thought to beyond their
capacity. Part of the reticence may have been lack of
experience or confidence, but they also recognized that
their skills tended to be specialized and lacked breadth.
There was support for the idea of using specific topic,
regionally focused workshops as a starting point for
developing a core of trained people in the region.

II
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Several i~dica~ed a willingness to be part of a future
workshop ln WhlCh they could work with a coordinator to
develop their workshop skills and lead selected topics.

Therefore it is suggested that COL plan to support a
course development or similar workshop in conjunction with
the 1992 ICDE conference in Thailand, and, that
consideration be given to using selected people from the
Pacific Region workshop as topic resource people.

In preparation for the 1992 workshop, it is suggested that
a consultant be hired to assist the topic leaders to
prepare for their roles and that a 1991 Pacific Regional
workshop be held to allow the regional staff to practice
their skills and to trial their methods and materials in
an international setting.

2) The source of most of the administrative difficulties at
the Port Vila workshop was travel to the venue. While
Port Vila is centrally located in the region, the air
services to it for many of the participants are variable
and undependable. Most participants needed one to two
extra days in transit than planned to ensure they were on
site when the workshop opened.

Given that there may not be a more suitable venue among
the potential sponsoring nations and institutions in the
Pacific Region, it is therefore suggested that if similar
or advanced workshops are held in the future in the
Pacific Region, that more time be given for travel
connections and that pre-workshop materials be available
for participants to use if waiting for travel connections.

3) The support given by USP to the Port Vila workshop was
outstanding. In particular, the photocopying and word
processing assistance provided by a clerical staff member
who travelled from Suva was of great help. Also, the
professional assistance given by my wife and associate,
Dale Mattock, who acted as an unpaid observer/associate
consultant was invaluable. Besides helping to lead the
discussion, she handled the evaluation design and
analysis. The anticipated coordination assistance by a
USP staff member was only partially successful because of
dual commitments of the selected person.

It is therefore suggested that as a condition of
sponsoring a workshop, the sponsoring institution provide
clerical assistance for photocopying and word processing
throughout the workshop. Ready access to a fast,
collating photocopier would be ideal. Failing that
option, COL should provide costs for shipping multiple
copies of handout materials to the venue.
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In addition, it is suggested that COL consider hiring an
associate consultant to assist in the operation of the
Workshop when the number of participants is anticipated to
exceed 15.

4) The Port Vila and USP workshop participants were
interested in the idea of a possible pUblication coming
out of their workshops based on the papers they prepared
for and during the Port Vila workshop as well as on other
papers they had produced as part of their normal work.

It is therefore suggested that future workshops include a
mechanism for collecting potentially publishable papers
from the participants and that COL explore a process for
supporting a pUblication strategy that will encourage
professional growth among staff of the regions.

5) A significant part of building a cohesive and supportive
Workshop group was the group lunches provided by the staff
of the USP Port Vila campus and the sharing of evening
meals. Participants were all accommodated at two
locations. One hotel had cooking facilities which led to
a decision to take turns in hosting group evening meals.

It is therefore suggested that, whenever possible,
workshop participants be given the opportunity of staying
at one accommodation site and that self-cooking facilities
be available so collective meals can be organized.

6) An important part of the administrative aspect of the Port
Vila workshop was the presence of Janet Jenkins as a
representative of the COL. The participants agreed that
it was essential for someone with official status at the
sponsoring agency to be on site at some time during the
workshop to address any unanticipated administrative
issues.

Therefore, if such visits are not normal practice of COL,
it is recommended that either a member of COL
administration or a delegated representative attend all
such regional workshops for one or two days to handle any
emergent problems that are outside the brief of the
consultant.

7) Participants in both the USP and Port Vila groups
commented that the daily schedule with a four hour block
in the morning followed by unstructured time in the
afternoon was very beneficial. It required everyone to
attend carefully during the scheduled activities as well
as permitted time for individual discussions and study.
Some participants had to attempt to maintain some of their
normal work activities in parallel with their workshop
activities. The schedule allowed them to handle both
tasks well enough that they felt they could attend the
workshops even during a time approaching peak workload.

I
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It is therefore recommended that future workshops consider
adopting a similar schedule of an early start (8:00 am
seemed ideal for most) with scheduled activities of about
four hours followed by a group lunch at about 1:30 to 2
pm. The balance of the day should be left for
unstructured activities including access to provided
reading materials and self-directed discussions.
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APPENDIX 1 - UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC STAFF CONSULTED

1. Private Discussions

Dr Claire Matthewson - Director, Extension Services
Mr Joe Wallace - Director, Distance Education
Ms Eileen Tuimaleali'ifano - Coordinator, Course
Development
Ms RUby Va'a - Acting Coordinator, Course Development
Ms Emiliana Afeaki - Director, continuing Education
Mr Richard Wah - Director, Fiji Centre
Ms Cema Boloabola - Centre Lecturer, Continuing Education
Mr Larry Thomas - Course Developer
Adi Davila Toganivalu - Pre-School Programme Coordinator
Ms Joan Teaiwa - Course Developer
Prof Tom Kaye - Head, School of Education
Prof Subhas Chandra - Lecturer, School of Education

2. Group Consultations/Workshops

Ms Eileen Tuimaleali'ifano - Coordinator, Course
Development
Ms RUby Va'a - Acting coordinator, Course Development
Ms Emiliana Afeaki - Director, continuing Education
Ms Cema Boloabola - Centre Lecturer, Continuing Education
Mr Larry Thomas - Course Developer
Adi Davila Toganivalu - Pre-School Programme Coordinator
Ms Joan Teaiwa- Course Developer
Ms Tina Joe - Course Assistant, Continuing Education
Mr Taaloga Faasalaina - Course Development Assistant
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APPENDIX 2 - COURSE DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS

1. college of Distance Education (PNG)
Mr Soikava Pauka - Senior Curriculum Officer (Science)
Mr Namana Rolu - Senior Curriculum Officer (Humanities)

2. Goroka Teachers' College (UPNG)
Francis Kari - A/Deputy Principal
Edgar O'Neill - A/Director, Advanced Diploma Unit

3. papua New Guinea University of Technology
Robert Songan - A/Director, Teaching and Learning Methods

Unit

4. Solomon Islands College of Higher Education
Mr David Ross - Director, Academic

5. The University of the South Pacific
Ms Sue Rayner - Course Developer
Ms Joan Teaiwa - Course Developer
Mr Larry Thomas - Course Developer
Ms Eileen Tuimaleali'ifano - Coordinator, Course Development
Ms Ruby Va'a - Course Developer

6. Tongan Department of Education
Ms Olivinna Mulikiha'amea - Science Curriculum Developer
Mr Vainga Tonga - A/Deputy Principal, Community Development

and Training Centre

7. university of papua New Guinea
Mr Geryk John - Science Coordinator, Extension Services
Ms Fa'afo N. Pat - Lecturer, Languages Department

7. Vanuatu Department of Education
Ms Nellie Sese - Coordinator, Primary curriculum Development

Invited but declined
Mr Joseph Huta - Solomon Islands College of Higher Education
Mr Kuresa Tagae - Pacific Adventist College (PNG)

consultant/Assistants
Mr Bill Robertson - Consultant
Ms Dale Mattock - Associate Consultant
Ms Sheila Baledrokadroka - Text Processor/Support staff

(USP)
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introductions; schedule of discussions and topics;
role of the course developer and skill needs

programme development models; USP course/unit
development model; innovation and change issues;
strategies for course developers to initiate
change

Monday:

Wednesday: instructional design techniques; samples of good
and poor design; comparison of USP and other
course packages

Week Starting August 20, 1990

Friday: literature review of programme development and
instructional design issues; local issues for
course developers; further review of local
examples of course materials

APPENDIX 3 - THE UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC COURSE
DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANCY PROGRAMME

Tuesday:

Wednesday: further analysis of provided USP regular and
continuing education courses to recommend
improvements and to build possible local course
development model

Monday: case study of a conversion of a poor course
package to a much improved version; analysis of
techniques used; linkage to possibilities at USP

Week starting August 27, 1990

Thursday: issues in instructional design; application of
good design concepts to course development;

Friday: student support issues and techniques; student
characteristics and implications for course
development

Thursday: communication technology issues and techniques;
selection of media; use of audio and
teleconferencing as a regular component within an
oral culture

Tuesday: analysis of general and local course design issues
using local materials as a source of ideas for
improvement



Wednesday: general planning session for Port Vila workshop

Week starting september 3, 1990

:.1..'1,\,:1
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evaluation models; assessment of distant students;
programme evaluation methods

characteristics of distance education students and
their needs; role of the course developer

assembly of materials and resources for use in
Port Vila workshop and final discussions with
senior staff

Monday:

Tuesday:

Friday:

Thursday: review of course development and instructional
design issues as applied in the Pacific Region;
selection of key topics and resources for Port
Vila workshop
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APPENDIX 4 - PACIFIC REGION COURSE DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP
PROGRAMME, PORT VILA
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Commonwealth of Learning
Pacific Region Workshop on Course Development
September 10-22 1990
USP Centre, Port Vila, Vanuatu

1. Working Aims

After the workshop, participants will have improved
their skills in course development and will be in a
better position to guide new colleagues in distance
education. After the workshop, participants will have
deepened and updated their understanding of

the concept of distance education, its functions
and the forms it can take

the role of different media in distance education
and the criteria for choice among them

characteristics of good distance teaching and
suitability of materials for particular groups of
students

the process of course development and techniques
for producing quality materials

staff training needs in course development

2. Workshop Structure and Process

The workshop will be held over two weeks and will
include scheduled formal presentations, group work and
independent study. During the first week Special
Interest Groups will be based on teaching areas 
sciences, languages, humanities, education, business
studies. During the second week Special Interest
Groups will be based on distance education interests.

Each weekday morning will start with a formal
presentation on an aspect of course development in
distance education. The presentation will set the
theme for the day and will generally be restricted to
40 minutes. The formal presentation will usually be
followed by one or more group activities in either
Special Interest Groups or as a Roundtable Group.

The workshop will start at 8:00 am each day except
weekends. A 15 minute break will be held between 10:15
and 10:30. The scheduled meeting times will generally
end at 12:30 each weekday. Weekday afternoons and

1
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weekends will be reserved for independent study, paper
and report preparation; optional group meetings and
reading of distributed reference materials.

Besides participating in workshop discussions,
participants will be responsible for:

contributing to the writing of short Special
Interest Group reports - one per group per week

preparing a paper on a topic involving course
development in the Pacific region and speaking on
the paper during the last day and a half of the
workshop.

2
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Application of Course Development Techniques
Special Interest Groups - Distance Education
Processes
Recommendations on Processes
Commonwealth of Learning and Special Topic
Papers
Conclusion of Special Topic Papers

Distance Education Concepts and Systems
Course Development overview
Instructional Design Overview
Evaluation and Assessment
Communication Technology
Independent Study
Independent Study

Commonwealth of Learning
Pacific Regional Workshop on Course Development

September 10-22 1990
USP Centre, Port Vila, Vanuatu

Friday

Week 1

Workshop Schedule

Week 2

Wednesday
Thursday

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Monday
Tuesday



Solomon Islands
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Fiji - USP

4

(Primary Curriculum Centre)
(PCC)

(Solomon Is College of Higher Education)
(SICHE)

(University of Technology - Lae)
(UPNG)
(UPNG)
(Goroka Teachers' College)
(GTC)
(Pacific Adventist College)
(College of Distance Education)
(CDE)

Vanuatu

Jacques Sese
#Joel Path

Bill Robertson - Consultant
Janet Jenkins Senior Programme Officer
Dale Mattock Consultant/Observer
Sheila Baledrokadroka - Conference Secretary

Commonwealth of Learning

* Original supplied spelling. See Appendix 2 for correct spelling.
# Invited but did not attend.

Tonga

Workshop Participants

Papua New Guinea

Commonwealth of Learning
Pacific Region Workshop on Course Development

September 10-22 1990
USP Centre, Port Vila, Vanuatu

Eileen Tuimaleali'ifano
Ruby Va'a
Joan Teaiwa
Larry Thomas
Sue Rayner

Va'inga Tonga (Community Development & Training Centre)
* 'Olivina Mulikiha'amea (CD & TC)

Robert Songan
Geryk John
Fa'afo Pat
Edgar O'Neill
Francis Kari

# Kuresa Tagae
* Sai Pauka
* Namana Ra 1u

David Ross
# Joseph Huta
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10:30 - 10:45 Official Opening and Welcome Grace Molisa

10:45 - 11:15 Ranking of Issues Group Activity

5

Bill Robertson

Group Activity

Group Activity

Everyone
Group activity

Orientation, Housekeeping
Workshop Aims and Process

Round Table Introduction
and Discussion of Regional
Issues in Distance Education

- Objective Setting
- Resource Identification
- Report Back on Intent

Issues in Distance Education
For the Pacific Region

11.45 - 12:30 Special Interest Groups
Planning

Commonwealth of Learning
Pacific Region Workshop on Course Development

September 10-22, 1990 Port Vila, Vanuatu

11:15 - 11:45 Overview of Distance Education
Systems and Issues Bill Robertson

Science and Technology
Education and Libraries
Languages and Literature
Humanities and Social Sciences

10:15 - 10:30 Break

Monday, September 10, 1990
Distance Education Concepts and Systems

**********************************************************
Groups

8:00 - 8:15

9:30 - 10:15

8:15 - 9:30
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Commonwealth of Learning
Pacific Region Workshop on Course Development

September 10-22 1990
USP Centre, Port Vila, Vanuatu

10:15 - 10:30 Break

11:30 - 12:30 Course Developer as
Adult Educator

6

Small Groups

Bill Robertson

Bill Robertson

Group Activity

Bill Robertson

Group Activity

Models in Course
Development

Course Development in
Local Context

Patterns of Course
Development

Review of Issues in
Course Development

- Discussion
- Strategies

Sharing/Reporting

10:30 - 11:30 Stages in Course
Development

8: 50 - 10: 15

8:30 - 8:50

8:15 - 8:30

8:00 - 8:15

Tuesday, September 11, 1990
Course Development Overview
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Commonwealth of Learning
Pacific Region Workshop on Course Development

September 10-22 1990
USP Centre, Port Vila, Vanuatu

7

Wednesday, September 12, 1990
Instructional Design Overview

8: 00 - 8: 10 Review of Course
Development and
Instructional Design
Issues

Bill Robertson

8:10 - 8:20 Instructional Design
Elements

Bill Robertson

8:20 - 8:50 Instructional Design
Techniques

Bill Robertson

- Link with Course Deve
lopment Plan

- Research Findings

8:50 - 9:30 Discussion of Instructional
Design Strategies

Resources

USP Course Development Booklet

**********************************************************

Group ActivityRank Order Strategies

- Instructional Design Applied by Discipline
- Review of Provided Samples

11:30 - 12:30 Reports/Discussion of Instructional
Design Ideas

10:15 - 10:30 Break

10:30 - 11:30 Special Interest Groups

9:30 - 10:15
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***********************************************************

Resources

Bill Robertson

Bill Robertson

Bill Robertson

Group Activity

Small Groups

Group Activity

Commonwealth of Learning 8
Pacific Region Workshop on Course Development

September 10-22 1990
USP Centre, Port Vila, Vanuatu

8:00 - 8: 10 Review of Evaluation &
Assessment Issues

8: 10 - 8:30 Evaluation Models

8:30 - 8:50 Assessment Possibilities

8:50 - 10: 15 Special Interest Groups

- Issues
- Applications
- Recommendations

10: 15 - 10:30 Break

10:30 - 11 : 30 Design of Evaluation System

11 : 30 - 12:30 Assessment Strategies

Thursday, September 13, 1990
Evaluation and Assessment

Gooler
Stake
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Friday, September 14, 1990
Communication Technology in Distance Education

Commonwealth of Learning
Pacific Region Workshop on Course Development

September 10-22 1990
USP Centre, Port Vila, Vanuatu

Communication in Distance Education

9

Bill RobertsonReview of Communication
Technology Issues

- Interaction
- Delayed messaging
- Instructional Strategies

8: 00 - 8: 10

8:10 - 8:25

Resources

***********************************************************

PACS Communication Course
Centre Draft Paper

Group Activity

Small Groups

Media Applications - Examples

Local Applications of Media

Break

Assign Case StUdy Roles

Special Group Applications

Group Reports

Selection of Media

Integration of Media

8:25 - 8:35

8:35 - 9:55

9:55 - 10: 15

10:15 - 10:30

10:30 - 11 : 00

11 : 00 - 12:00

12:00 - 12:30

12:30 - 12:35



Saturday, September 15, 1990

Catchup for any late arrivals

Independent study
Analysis of Case Studies
Drafting of personal paper
Optional Consultations

September 16, 1990
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Commonwealth of Learning 10
Pacific Region Workshop on Course Development

September 10-22 1990
USP Centre, Port Vila, Vanuatu

Sunday,



*********************************************************

Monday, September 17, 1990
Application of Course Development Techniques

:!

11

Bill Robertson

Small Groups

Small Groups

Review of Course Deve
lopment Strategies

Course Package Case Study

10:30 Break

Commonwealth of Learning
Pacific Region Workshop on Course Development

September 10-22 1990
USP Centre, Port Vila, Vanuatu
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10: 15

10:30 - 12:30 Course Developer Training
Design

- Outcomes
- Process
- Resources
- Strategies
- Recommendation

8:00 - 8:10

8:10 - 10:15

Resources
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Tuesday, September 18, 1990
Process Applications Special Interest Groups

10:30 - 12:30 Preparation of Recommendations Small Groups
and Key Issues

Commonwealth of Learning
Pacific Region Workshop on Course Development

September 10-22 1990
USP Centre, Port Vila, Vanuatu

12

Bill Robertson
Review of Key
Issues/Orientation

Process Interest Groups (Max 5) Small Groups

Discussion of Issues & Need

- Instructional Design
- Use of Media
- Production
- Administration
- Student Support
- Evaluation
- Staff Training
- Other

10:15 - 10:30 Break

8:00 - 8:10

8:10 - 10:15
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Commonwealth of Learning
Pacific Region Workshop on Course Development

September 10-22 1990
USP Centre, Port Vila, Vanuatu

Wednesday, September 19, 1990
Reports of Special Interest Groups

8:00 - 8: 10 Introduction and Overview Bi 11 Robertson

8: 10 - 10: 15 Reports

- Presentation ( 15 Minutes)
- Discussion (25 Minutes)

10:15 - 10:30 Break

10:30 - 12:00 Reports and Discussion Con-
tinued

12:00 - 12:30 Summary and Synthesis Bi 11 Robertson

13
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10:30 - 12:50 Paper Presentation(10 Minutes) Individuals
Discussion on Paper(10 Minutes) (7)

14

Bill Robertson

Janet Jenkins

Orientation and Overview

Commonwealth of Learning

Commonwealth of Learning
Pacific Region Workshop on Course Development

September 10-22 1990
USP Centre, Port Vila, Vanuatu

10:15 - 10:30 Break

Thursday, September 20, 1990
Selected Topic Papers Presentation

8: 00 - 8: 10

8:10 - 10:15
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10:10 - 10:30 Break

12:30 - 12:45 Closing and Summation Bill Robertson

8:10 - 10:10 Paper Presentations(10 Minutes) Individuals
Discussion on Papers(10 Minutes) (6)

15

Bill RobertsonOpening & Review

Commonwealth of Learning
Pacific Region Workshop on Course Development

September 10-22 1990
USP Centre, Port Vila, Vanuatu

Friday, September 21, 1990
Selected Topics Paper Presentations

10:30 - 12:30 Paper Presentations Continued Individuals
(6 )

8:00 - 8:10
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APPENDIX 5

Evaluation of The university of the South Pacific
Course Development Workshop, Suva, August and September 1990

Evaluation outcomes

Of the seven regular workshop participants, six filled in
the evaluation sheet. The following is an overview of
evaluation data.

The first section of the evaluation sheet listed the topics
covered during the workshop. The grading of topics was
categorized as: Very Useful, Useful, and Not Very Useful.

The results were:

* Very Useful: course development, instructional design
and student support.

* Useful: DE overview, evaluation, journal papers and
articles.

* Not Very Useful: student types, non print.

The second section was composed of five open ended
questions.

Responses to these questions were:

* Comment on seminar process used. All responses stated it
was good or satisfactory.

* What did you find most useful? Brainstorming, direct
involvement, access to literature, practical application
of theory to practice and processes in course
development.

* What was the least useful? Evaluation, literature and
student types. Three stated nil.

* What is your general feeling about the usefulness of the
workshop? Confidence building, problem solving in
distance education and an opportunity to look at
courses/work critically.

* What should be added if another distance education
workshop was to be held next year? Management issues in
distance education, examples of other distance education
initiatives, use of technologies in distance education
and Continuing Education with a hands-on component.
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APPENDIX 6

Evaluation of Pacific Region Course Development Workshop
Port Vila, Vanuatu, september 1990

Evaluation outcomes

A pre-workshop questionnaire asked for information on each
participant's background in distance education to help in
planning the focus and level of the activities. with only a
partial return the question was asked ~again in the
evaluation.

The general question of experience in distance education
showed that eight of the participants had none or only minor
experience in distance education and another five were very
experienced. This created a need to offer a range of
programme options and processes that would ensure that all
participants were stimulated and offered a challenge. A
special concern was that the three weeks at USP had given
the USP team an indepth consultation on distance education
and the new participants to distance education still
required that information. An obvious option of using the
USP participants was limited because of their initial
unwillingness to be involved as team/group leaders.

The evaluation questions for the Port Vila phase of the
consultancy were prepared in consultation with the
participants. They were asked to raise issues that they
wanted to have included in the evaluation.

All sixteen of the participants filled in the workshop
evaluation sheets. The evaluation was composed of twenty
four question ending with a comment section.

The following list is a breakdown of data received by
questions:

Therefore, the following is an overview of participants'
responses to workshop process and content.

1. How do you rate your knowledge of distance education:
before and after the workshop?

questions of pre-workshop
Those will not be covered
forwarded to COL and are
the workshop.

The majority of the participants (10) stated they had
minimal to some knowledge of distance education prior to
the workshop. After the workshop, fifteen said they had
good to high knowledge.

Parts of the evaluation addressed
organization and administration.
in this summary as they have been
not seen as part of the format of
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2. Who do you feel would gain most from this type of
workshop?

The common response was 'course designers', with a high
percentage stating 'new to the field'.

3. The overall rating of the workshop was high.
(Between 4 and 5 on a five point scale: 5 = high).

4. Would you recommend this type of workshop to others?

All stated yes.

5. Was the length of time of the workshop satisfactory?

Thirteen stated 'yes' with four feeling it could be
shorter.

6. Was the mix of participants helpful to your personal
growth in the workshop?

All but one stated yes. The one negative response was
that there should have been no academic participants
present, although there were none who reasonably fitted
that description. Another participant felt the mixture
was an important part of the workshop as it allowed for a
cross section of input and views.

7. In relation to the five stated workshop goals, indicate
how much you have improved your understanding:

The responses were generally in the 'Good' to 'High"
range for all goals.

8. The workshop process was rated as: Very Useful

Specific queries and responses were:

Very Useful (16 responses maximum possible)
- Adjustment of program events to meet group needs (12),
- Special interest groups (11),
- Use of scribe (9),
- Presentation of information on organizations within

the region (9),
- Structure of small groups (9),

Useful
- sharing of course materials, (11)
- the 4 -5 hour daily schedule (10).
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9. The content of the workshop was rated as: Very Useful

Specific queries and responses were:

Very Useful (16 responses maximum possible)
- Special interest topics (10),
- Instructional design case study (9),
- course development models (9)

Useful
- Non print media (11),
- Distance Education systems (10)
- Evaluation (10).

10. Although there was no consensus on which of the provided
reference materials were most useful, there was
agreement that the range of provided materials was very
good and extremely useful.

11. What areas not covered in the workshop would you have
preferred to have discussed?

* adult learner and learning strategies
* distance education Administration
* Student counselling
* Effects of distance education on general education
* Assessment
* Rationale for distance education
* Editing.

12. What topics would you have expanded?

* Evaluation
* Pacific perspective/needs
* Comparison of regional institutions
* Instructional Design methods
* Non print media
* Methods of writing.

13. What topics would you have removed?

Ten responses were - 'none',
Two or fewer responses - evaluation, models of distance
education, print, the instructional design case study.

14. Do you feel you were involved in the workshop process as
much as you feel was reasonable?

Yes - thirteen
No - three (two were from late arrivals and one novice)
Little - 1 (a novice).
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15. Do you feel your contributions were valued and accepted
by the group?

Yes - twelve
Some- three
Nil - two.

16. All participants felt their confidence in their ability
and knowledge in distance education was increased.

17. In relation to the role of the workshop consultant the
following areas were rated:

* direction of the workshop - acceptable/good (11)
* flexibility - acceptable/good (12)
* presentation skills - acceptable/good (12)
* knowledge of the topic - good (14)
* coordination - acceptable/good (14)
* communication skills - acceptable/good (14)
* interpersonal skills - good (14)

There were only fourteen responses to this section as two
participants chose not to rate the consultant's role.

18. Did the group have enough control over daily activities
and outcomes?

Thirteen stated 'yes' with three 'no's. Some
noted the workshop format was not one of ' hand feeding'
and this had a positive response. Some participants
were not used to this approach and would have liked a
more structured/directive approach to the agenda.

"I agree that this is really a high level workshop
jUdging from the issues raised and also the level of
discussions. Although I was behind in some of the
discussions I did manage to catch up at the end. I
think I learned a lot in the few days that I attended
but personally hope that another workshop of this kind
should be held in future for countries, like Tonga,
which have not yet really have a formal distance
education programme."

"The way in which the workshop was conducted was
conducive to understanding the issues involved in
distance. That is, since the participants are all from
the Pacific and yet are involved in different 'levels'
of distance education in different contexts, the conduct
of the workshop introduced each aspect of distance
education which individuals were able to learn. This
means also that we were able to learn different elements
of distance education ana at the same time analysed them
in the light of the situation in the different countries
and institution."

I
I
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"An evaluation unavoidably links expectations with
realization. I attended the conference with no
preconceived notions of what to expect .... and to my
lack of knowledge of distance education. I can
confidently claim to have gained an insight into the
relevant issues but believe the conference was more
appropriate for those directly involved in the process
of providing material for study by the off campus mode."

19. The final section allowed for open discussion on views.

The following is a list of points presented:

* Venue was excellent and catering over-sufficient.

* Program allowed for a break from daily details and a
time to critically review those patterns

* I have learnt a lot of new ideas during the workshop.
My task is to implement these ideas in my institution.
Then I would evaluate the effectiveness of my
approach. I enjoyed these sessions.

* The issue of 'culturally sensitive' - Pacific people
characteristically reflect before responding in a
question-answer situation. This must be taken into
account when assessing the interests and concerns of
individuals and groups in a workshop.

* would like more hands on to other participant's
materials.

* pre-workshop consultancy at the USP Campus for USP
course developers was useful in allowing USP staff to
share, reflect and consolidate their professional
role.

* there is a need for a workshop for administrators in
distance education.

* I had time to reflect on my experience, gain insights
into ways of improving my courses and meet colleagues
from other South Pacific countries. I see things in a
clear light now. Thank You.
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